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1,1-difluoroethylene �1,1-C2H2F2� molecules have been studied for the first time experimentally
and theoretically by electron and positron impact. 0.4–1000 eV electron and 0.2–1000 eV positron
impact total cross sections �TCSs� were measured using a retarding potential time-of-flight
apparatus. In order to probe the resonances observed in the electron TCSs, a crossed-beam method
was used to investigate vibrational excitation cross sections over the energy range of 1.3–49 eV and
scattering angles 90° and 120° for the two loss energies 0.115 and 0.381 eV corresponding to the
dominant C–H ��2 and �9� stretching and the combined C–F ��3� stretching and CH2 ��11� rocking
vibrations, respectively. Electron impact elastic integral cross sections are also reported for
calculations carried out using the Schwinger multichannel method with pseudopotentials for the
energy range from 0.5 to 50 eV in the static-exchange approximation and from 0.5 to 20 eV in the
static-exchange plus polarization approximation. Resonance peaks observed centered at about 2.3,
6.5, and 16 eV in the TCSs have been shown to be mainly due to the vibrational and elastic
channels, and assigned to the B2, B1, and A1 symmetries, respectively. The �* resonance peak at
1.8 eV in C2H4 is observed shifted to 2.3 eV in 1,1-C2H2F2 and to 2.5 eV in C2F4; a phenomenon
attributed to the decreasing CvC bond length from C2H4 to C2F4. For positron impact a
conspicuous peak is observed below the positronium formation threshold at about 1 eV, and other
less pronounced ones centered at about 5 and 20 eV. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2723738�

I. INTRODUCTION

Perfluorocarbon �CmFn� molecules have long been re-
garded as important and efficient gases for plasma etching.
However, because of the impact of their long lifetimes in the
stratosphere on climate, the need for replacement with safer
gases is called for. C2H2F2, C2OF2, and CF3I are among the
nonperfluorocarbons whose CFn radicals can be of great use
for applications, and have thus been proposed as replacement
gases.1,2 In line with this we have carried out the first steps
towards creating a cross section data set for this possibly
industrially relevant species. In addition, from a physical
and chemical point of view, the 1,1-difluoroethylene

�1,1-C2H2F2� molecules we study here are of interest since
they have the peculiar intramolecular forces, molecular struc-
ture, and scattering dynamics of F-containing molecules sup-
posedly lying midway between the pure hydrocarbon C2H4

and the pure perfluorocarbon C2F4.
Though C2H4, and C2F4 have received considerable at-

tention by both experimentalists �e.g., see Refs. 3 and 4� and
theorists �e.g., see Refs. 5 and 6�, to our knowledge there are
no relative or absolute cross section data for either electron
or positron interactions with 1 ,1-C2H2F2 available in litera-
ture, except for electron impact excitation transition energies
and term value studies carried out systematically for the
whole series of fluoroethylenes from C2H3F up to C2F4.7 The
dominating theme in most of these previous studies on C2H4

and C2F4 has been the observations of the �* shape reso-
nance that has been systematically observed to be a feature
arising due to the CvC double bond in the molecular struc-
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tures of these molecules. It is worthwhile, however, to note
that there exist some Raman spectra8–10 works that studied
the vibrational frequencies, and microwave spectra11 studies
that established the bond lengths, bond angles, and dipole
moments, in literature for 1 ,1-C2H2F2 molecules. Far-
ultraviolet spectra were also studied for these molecules,
along with the whole series of other fluoroethylenes: C2H4,
C2H3F, cis-1 ,2-C2H2F2, trans-1 ,2-C2H2F2, 1 ,1-C2H2F2,
C2HF3, and C2F4, wherein the authors systematically studied
the �→�* transitions and discovered that this series of mol-
ecules exhibited fine vibrational structure clearly dominated
by the CvC stretching and twisting vibrations. Also related
to these studies are the experiments by Allan et al.12 who
carried out investigations of the dipole moment effect on the
threshold peaks of the vibrational excitation of cis- and
trans-1 ,2-C2H2F2 by electron impact.

The comparative study between electron and positron
cross sections we carry out in this study aids in even better
understanding of the electron cross sections themselves. In
addition, besides the established applications of positron
scattering to areas such as positron emission tomography13

and characterization of materials,14 recent predictions of pos-
itron bound states with neutral atoms have also increased
interest in the areas of positron and positronium chemistry,15

so that any fingerprints of this in polyatomic molecules will
be an invaluable advance to physics and chemistry.

In the present work we report on measurements of total
and vibrational excitation cross sections for electron colli-
sions with 1 ,1-C2H2F2, as well as on computational studies
of the corresponding integral elastic cross sections. We also
report measurements of total cross sections �TCSs� for posi-
tron collisions with this gas. This collision data set should be
useful in understanding the basic physics and possible appli-
cations of these molecules.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Total cross sections

The electron and positron scattering TCSs were mea-
sured over the energy range of 0.2–1000 eV using a retard-
ing potential time-of-flight �RP-TOF� apparatus that we have
described in earlier publications,16 and thus it is only sum-
marized here. A 22Na radioisotope with an activity of
80–100 �Ci is used for both the positron and electron
sources. In order to obtain the slow positron beam a modera-
tor consisting of a set of seven-overlapping tungsten meshes
baked at 2100 °C is used. The energy resolution of the RP-
TOF experimental apparatus is �0.3 eV at impact energies
below 5 eV, and varies with impact energy as shown in Ref.
17. The TCS values, Qt, were derived from the Beer-Lambert
equation

Qt = −
1

n�
ln� Iv

Ig
� �1�

where Ig and Iv refer to the projectile beam intensities trans-
mitted through the collision cell with and without the target
gas of number density n, respectively. � refers to the effec-
tive length of the collision cell and was established by nor-
malizing our measured positron-N2 TCSs to those of the

positron-N2 data of Hoffman et al.18 Separate experiments
were carried out at electron energies of 10 eV �i.e., in the
resonance region� and at 200 eV to check the pressure inde-
pendence of the 1 ,1-C2H2F2 TCS data presented here. The
results of these test experiments confirmed this indepen-
dence. Target gas pressures used in these measurements were
between 2 and 6 mTorr. The energy scale was calibrated
using the positron-N2 TOF spectra measured at 20 energies
in the randomly chosen region of 8–150 eV.19

The present apparatus setup has specifically been de-
signed to have a collision cell with 3 mm radius entrance and
exit apertures for the weak positron beam intensities, i.e., for
positron scattering experiments. Thus the ceratron detector
can detect some projectiles scattered through small angles,
when it should only detect the unscattered signal, i.e., the
so-called forward scattering effect. It therefore becomes nec-
essary to account for any such effects for correct TCS values.
The procedure for this, which takes into account the molecu-
lar differential cross sections �DCSs� and collision cell ge-
ometry, has been described in detail in our previous
publications.16,17,19,20 For these molecules, however, neither
electron nor positron DCSs were available and so this cor-
rection could not be done. It is worth pointing out though
that from our experience the forward scattering correction, if
at all done, only increases the TCS magnitudes by a few
percent and does not affect the type of structures we observe,
and thus our results and the discussions presented here are
credible and useful for applications.

The errors shown in the data in Table I are the total
uncertainties, made up of statistical, pressure fluctuations,
and collision cell effective length determination, amounted to
a maximum of 7% for electron impact and 12% for positron
impact.

B. Vibrational excitation cross sections

The crossed-beam apparatus used in the present differ-
ential cross section functions for vibrational excitation mea-
surements is the same as that used in our previous studies.21

Briefly summarized, the apparatus consists of a monochro-
mator and an analyzer both enclosed in differentially pumped
boxes to reduce the effect of the background gases and stray
electron backgrounds. The molecular beam was produced by
continually effusing the 1 ,1-C2H2F2 gas through a nozzle
with an internal diameter of 0.3 mm and length of 5 mm.
The spectrometer and nozzle were heated to a temperature of
about 70° to avoid sticking of the gas sample. Helium was
used as the reference gas in the relative flow technique.22 The
electron energy scale was calibrated with respect to the
19.367 eV resonance in He. Gas sample pressures for these
measurements were about 4 Torr. The overall energy resolu-
tion was about 35–40 meV �full width at half maximum�
while the angular resolution was ±1.5°. Overall experimental
errors in the DCS functions were estimated to be about 20%.

III. THEORETICAL PROCEDURE

To compute the elastic integral cross sections �ECSs� we
employed the Schwinger multichannel23 �SMC� method with
pseudopotentials.24 Details about this method can be found
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in these previous publications and thus we will only describe
here those points directly relevant to the calculations for the
1 ,1-C2H2F2 molecules presented in this paper.

Our calculations were carried out at the ground state
equilibrium geometry in the static-exchange and in the static-
exchange plus polarization approximations. The basis set
used in the bound state and in the scattering calculations for
C and F atoms can be found in Ref. 25 and, in Ref. 26 for H
atoms. Although this molecule has a permanent dipole mo-
ment �1.648 D in the present calculation�, we have not used
a Born closure scheme to account for the higher angular
momentum components of the scattering amplitude. For the
present energy range, previous calculations have shown that
the truncated SMC scattering amplitude gives similar results
�resonance positions and even cross section magnitudes� than
those obtained by properly accounting for the long-range
part of the dipole moment.27

We included polarization effects in order to improve the
position of the shape resonances in the A1, B1, and B2 sym-
metries, while A2 was computed in the static-exchange ap-
proximation only, since its cross section is small. For the A1

and B1 symmetries we included polarization effects through
single excitations of the target from the occupied �valence�
orbitals to a set of polarized orbitals, generated as described
in Ref. 28. We included 6091 configuration state functions

�CSFs� for A1 and 4852 CSFs for B1. Since there is a sharp
shape resonance in the B2 symmetry, we included polariza-
tion in this symmetry using the procedure described in Ref.
29. We included all single excitations that preserved the spa-
tial symmetry of the molecular ground state �A1 in this case�,
from the occupied orbitals to the unoccupied �virtual� orbit-
als, and used a modified virtual orbital30 as the scattering
orbital. We included all singlet and triplet coupled CSFs,
obtaining 1413 CSFs for this symmetry. For A2 we included
only the 13 CSFs in the static-exchange approximation.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The values for both electron and positron TCSs are
shown in Table I.

A. Electron impact

1. 1,1-C2H2F2

Figure 1 shows the current electron impact TCS results
measured over the energy range of 0.4–1000 eV. These re-
sults are characterized by the gradually rising trend below
0.8 eV, peaks centered at about 2.3, 6.5, 16, and 40 eV, be-
fore the rather rapidly decreasing trend above this energy
towards 1000 eV, i.e., from about 26�10−16 cm2 �at 2.3 and
6.5 eV� down to about 4�10−16 cm2 at 1000 eV. The rising

TABLE I. 1 ,1-C2H2F2 electron and positron TCSs �10−16 cm2�. The errors are as explained in the text.

Energy �eV� Electron Positron Energy �eV� Electron Positron

0.2 7.5±0.9 11 23.1±1.3 13.1±0.9
0.4 18.3±1.3 9.1±0.9 12 23.1±1.3 13.0±1.0
0.6 17.8±1.1 11.3±1.0 13 23.3±1.3 14.0±1.0
0.8 17.4±1.1 12.1±1.0 14 23.6±1.3 13.9±1.1
1.0 18.1±1.1 12.7±1.0 15 23.8±1.3 13.7±1.1
1.2 18.4±1.1 16 23.7±1.3 14.2±1.2
1.3 12.0±0.9 17 23.8±1.3 14.4±1.1
1.4 19.4±1.1 18 23.6±1.3 14.5±1.1
1.6 20.4±1.2 12.3±0.9 19 22.9±1.3 14.9±1.1
1.8 22.2±1.3 20 22.5±1.3 14.8±1.2
1.9 11.9±0.9 22 21.5±1.2 14.6±1.0
2.0 23.5±1.4 25 20.8±1.2 14.4±1.1
2.2 25.8±1.5 11.6±0.9 30 19.8±1.1 14.5±1.0
2.5 25.6±1.5 11.6±0.9 35 19.6±1.1
2.8 24.9±1.5 12.0±0.9 40 21.0±1.1 14.2±1.0
3.1 23.3±1.3 12.8±1.0 50 20.0±1.1 14.2±1.0
3.4 22.1±1.3 12.0±0.9 60 18.2±1.0 13.1±0.9
3.7 21.9±1.2 13.1±1.0 70 17.5±1.0 12.9±1.0
4.0 21.9±1.3 13.1±0.9 80 16.6±0.9 12.2±1.3
4.5 23.6±1.4 13.1±0.9 90 15.7±0.9 11.8±0.8
5.0 24.5±1.4 13.2±0.9 100 14.8±0.8 12.1±1.0
5.5 25.4±1.4 13.1±0.9 120 13.9±0.8 11.2±0.9
6.0 25.5±1.4 12.8±1.0 150 12.5±0.7 10.7±0.8
6.5 25.7±1.4 13.9±1.0 200 10.6±0.6 10.3±0.8
7.0 25.1±1.4 13.3±1.0 250 9.8±0.5 8.2±0.7
7.5 24.9±1.4 12.9±1.0 300 8.3±0.5 7.9±0.6
8.0 24.5±1.4 13.7±1.0 400 7.0±0.4 6.4±0.6
8.5 24.1±1.4 13.2±1.0 500 6.2±0.3 6.1±0.5
9.0 23.9±1.4 12.7±1.0 600 5.2±0.3 5.4±0.5
9.5 23.4±1.3 13.2±1.0 800 4.6±0.3 4.4±0.4
10 23.1±1.3 13.2±0.9 1000 3.8±0.2 3.7±0.4
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trend below 0.8 eV can be attributed to the enhanced forward
scattering due to the presence of the relatively large dipole
moment �1.368 D for the experimental literature value31 and
1.648 D for the present computed value� and polarizability
�5.01�10−30 m3 for the experimental literature value31 and
4.00�10−30 m3 for the present computed value�. The de-
creasing trend above 40 eV is due to the decreasing time the
electron has for interaction with the molecule as its velocity
increases. However, the origin and nature of the above men-
tioned peaks cannot be put forward with any certainty unless
carefully probed. As tools for this, we carried out a combi-
nation of vibrational excitation measurements, i.e., study the
inelastic channel often associated with resonance features of
this nature, and the theoretical study of the elastic scattering
channel.

Figure 2 shows the electron energy loss spectra for the

impact energy of 5 eV and scattering angles of 90° and 120°.
It is worth pointing out here that other measurements were
also carried out at this energy for the scattering angles of 30°
and 60°, though not shown here since they are similar to the
ones shown. Similar measurements were also carried out at
impact energies of 17, 7.5, and 2.5 eV and scattering angles
of 30°, 60°, 90°, and 120°. Again the results are not shown
since they are similar to the spectra presented in Figs. 2 and
3. Due to this similarity, we decided to focus the measure-
ments at only these two angles. Like C2H4 and C2F4,
1 ,1-C2H2F2 molecules have 12 fundamental vibrational
modes,9 and these are indicated by the dashed vertical bars in
Fig. 2. The results we show in Fig. 3, and partly in Fig. 1, are
for the vibrational excitation at the energy losses of 0.115
and 0.381 eV, chosen simply because these are some of the
dominant modes and also because there is less mode conges-
tion at these points, i.e., given the limitation due to our en-
ergy resolution of about 40 eV. The energy loss setting of
0.115 eV for our apparatus inevitably includes both the C–F
�A1� ��3� stretching �located at loss energy of 0.1149 eV� and
the CH2 �B1� ��11� rocking �located at loss energy of
0.1184 eV� modes. Hence the following discussions of the
0.115 eV loss energy spectra ought to be interpreted as re-
ferring to a mixture of these two vibrational modes. Simi-
larly, the setting of our apparatus for measurements at the
energy loss of 0.381 eV inevitably means both symmetries of
the C–H stretching mode are included, i.e., C–H �A1� ��2�
located at the loss energy of 0.3794 eV, and C–H �B1� ��9� at
0.3847 eV, and thus the following discussions of the
0.381 eV spectra should be taken to mean the combination of
the two. As shown in both Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, spectra taken
for each loss energy at the two angles of 90° and 120° show
nearly identical energy dependence features, and thus for the
comparison of these vibrational cross sections with the TCSs
in Fig. 1 we only use the results for one of these angles.

FIG. 1. Present 1 ,1-C2H2F2 electron scattering TCSs and vibrational exci-
tation DCSs for the two dominant modes C–H stretching �Eloss=0.381 eV�
and the combined C–F stretching and CH2 rocking �Eloss=0.115 eV� vibra-
tions. Note that the vertical scale for the vibrational excitation DCSs is on
the right hand side. The vertical bar labeled Eion shows the position corre-
sponding to the threshold for ionization.

FIG. 2. Energy loss spectra for electron scattering from 1,1-C2H2F2 mol-
ecules at the selected impact energy and scattering angles. The dashed ver-
tical bars show the loss energy positions of the 12 fundamental vibrational
modes.

FIG. 3. Electron impact 1 ,1-C2H2F2 vibrational excitation DCSs at the
energy losses of 0.115 and 0.381 eV.
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Note, however, that the vertical scale magnitudes of the
TCSs and vibrational excitation DCSs �right hand side scale�
are different in Fig. 1.

Allowing for the experimental uncertainties resulting in
the rather noisy vibrational excitation cross section curves,
there is clear agreement in the energy dependence between
these spectra and the TCSs which we summarize as follows.
�i� The 0.115 eV loss energy vibrational excitation cross sec-
tions show peaks centered at about 2.3, 6.5, 16, and the
rather washed out one at around 40 eV, i.e., in complete
agreement with the TCS peaks. �ii� The 0.381 eV loss energy
cross sections are characterized by one peak centered at
about 5.5 eV. It seems that the broad peak in the TCSs span-
ning the energy region from 4 to 10 eV is, in fact, a reso-
nance feature composed of contributions from a mixture of
these vibrational excitations. Because of the poor energy
resolution of our TCS apparatus, about 0.5 eV in this region,
we cannot resolve these individual peaks in the TCSs. There-
fore, though here we do not present integral vibrational cross

sections it is clear that the vibrational excitation channel is
significantly contributing to the resonance features observed
in the TCSs. It is important to point out though that we think
the peak at about 40 eV observed in the TCSs should surely
have stronger contributions from other scattering channels
than the vibrational excitation, most likely ionization, owing
to its rather weak contribution observed in the results we
present in Figs. 1 and 3.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we present the results of the SMC cal-
culations for the ECSs and the symmetry-resolved cross sec-
tions both at the static-exchange and static-exchange plus
polarization scattering levels. We included polarization ef-
fects up to 20 eV, and for energies above that our results
were computed only at the static-exchange approximation
�except for A2, as discussed above�, since both approxima-
tions give practically equal results. In comparison with the
experimental TCSs �Fig. 4� it is clear that inclusion of the
polarization effects brings the calculated cross section in bet-
ter agreement with the TCSs, which is shown by the better
agreement in the resonance positions, i.e., a general shift to
lower energies compared with the results obtained in the
static-exchange approximation. Thus, despite the differences
in magnitude between the TCSs and the static-exchange plus
polarization ECSs, amounting to a maximum of 38% at
2.3 eV, these theoretical results support the existence of the
shape resonances seen in the measured TCSs and vibrational
excitation cross sections. Since our calculations were carried
out in the fixed nuclei approximation, the magnitude of the
cross section around the resonance is expected to be higher
than the experimental value. Inclusion of nuclear motion
lowers the magnitude of the resonance and broadens its
width. Furthermore, a closer examination of the symmetry
decomposition of the integral cross section �see Fig. 5�
clearly shows that the cross sections for the B2, B1, and A1

symmetries have peaks centered at about 2.4, 6.5, and 16 eV,
respectively. That is, these symmetries are responsible for the
resonances observed at the corresponding energy positions in
the TCSs and vibrational excitation cross sections. Therefore,

FIG. 4. Present electron impact experimental TCSs and the two theoretical
SMC ECS results.

FIG. 5. The present SMC ECSs and the symmetry-
resolved cross sections for both the static-exchange and
static-exchange plus polarization approximation levels.
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the current theoretical results indeed correctly locate the
resonance peaks and have identified the corresponding sym-
metries. We also noticed a minimum in the TCSs around
1 eV and in the ECSs around 1.5 eV. This minimum appears
in the cross section of the A1 symmetry, as shown in Fig. 5.
We carried out the eigenphase sum analysis and found that
this minimum is not a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum.

2. 1,1-C2H2F2 compared with C2H4 and C2F4

Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the current 1 ,1-C2H2F2

TCSs and vibrational excitation cross sections compared
with those for C2H4 and C2F4 molecules, i.e., a comparison
that aids in investigating the effects of the two H atom sub-
stitutions in 1 ,1-C2H2F2 and four H atoms in C2F4 compared
to the “parent” C2H4 molecule. The C2H4 TCS and ECS
results presented in this figure are from the experimental
works of Refs. 32 and 3 respectively, while those for C2F4

are from Refs. 4 and 33, respectively. Here we are interested
in the lowest energy resonance which is associated with the
phenomenon observed to be characteristic of all CvC
double bond containing hydrocarbons, and explained as due
to the temporary trapping of the incoming electron into val-
ance orbitals with the CvC antibonding character, i.e., the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, which is a shape reso-
nance �see, for example, Refs. 3 and 34�. We infer that the
2.3 eV resonance observed in both 1 ,1-C2H2F2 TCSs and
vibrational excitation functions is due to this CvC double
bond and that it too should be a shape resonance. It is inter-
esting to note from this figure that though the 1 ,1-C2H2F2

TCSs resemble more C2H4 TCSs than C2F4 TCSs, the vibra-
tional excitation data show 1,1-C2H2F2 better resembling
C2F4 than C2H4.

One more interesting phenomenon to be noted here is
that, in both the TCSs �Fig. 6�a�� and vibrational excitation
cross sections �Fig. 6�b��, the position of the shape resonance
shifts as we move from C2H4, which is located at 1.8 eV, to
2.3 eV in 1,1-C2H2F2 and 2.8 eV in C2F4. We also observed
a similar phenomenon in a previous systematic study of the
vibrational excitation cross sections for the CO based mol-
ecules CO, H2CO, and F2CO.35 In that study this phenom-
enon was analyzed based on a model built upon the C=O
bond lengths, i.e., which decreased in the order CO
�F2CO�H2CO, when the peak energy positions were in
the reverse order CO�F2CO�H2CO. Similar phenomena
were also observed in electron impact studies on the fluoro-
ethylenes, C2H4 to C2F4; whereby, �i� electron diffraction
studies showed vibrational force constants correlating with
the CvC bond lengths,36 and �ii� ionization potential and
electron affinities were observed to increase with increase in
the CvC bond lengths, i.e., the CvC bond length shorten-
ing with increasing fluorination.37 Since we observe a similar
pattern to the above in the current series of molecules
whereby the CvC bond length is 1.337 Å in C2H4, 1.316 Å
in 1,1-C2H2F2, and 1.311 Å in C2F4, i.e., in decreasing or-
der as C2H4�1,1-C2H2F2�C2F4, which is opposite to that
of the peak energy positions, i.e., C2H4 �at 1.8 eV�
�1,1-C2H2F2 �at 2.3 eV� �C2F4 �at 2.8 eV�, we therefore
have drawn similar conclusions here, that is that the shorter
the molecular bond length �internuclear distance� becomes,
the deeper the potential barrier that the electron has to tunnel
through, and thus the corresponding shape resonance energy
is expected to become higher.

3. Positron TCSs: A comparative study with electron
TCSs

In Fig. 7 we present the current 1 ,1-C2H2F2 positron
impact TCSs, in comparison with the just discussed electron
TCSs. Whereas it was possible to present detailed discus-
sions of the electron TCS features because of the availability
of the experimental vibrational excitation and theoretical

FIG. 6. TCSs and vibrational excitation DCSs for C2H4, 1 ,1-C2H2F2, and
C2F4 molecules.

FIG. 7. Electron and positron TCSs for 1 ,1-C2H2F2 molecules. The vertical
bars show the positions corresponding to the threshold for positronium for-
mation �EPs� and ionization �Eion�.
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elastic integral cross sections, it is not possible to do the
same here because of the lack of any partial cross sections
for positron impact. The reason for this unavailability is in
the difficulties involved in producing a stable and suitable
positron beam to carry out such partial cross section mea-
surements. Thus conclusive discussions still await joint ex-
perimental and theoretical partial cross sections, so that the
following discussions are rather speculative but soundly
based on currently established scattering physics.

The observed features are summarized as follows. �i�
The positron TCSs decrease gradually below 1 eV, i.e., in
contrast to the rising trend in the electron TCS counterpart at
this energy range. The TCSs for both should rise at these low
energies because of the large dipole moment and relatively
large molecular polarizability and, if this long-range dipole
interaction dominates, the two sets of TCS should behave
similarly at these low energies. However, that we only ob-
serve this for electron impact and not positron impact clearly
suggests the existence of a short-range interaction that is dif-
ferent for electron and positron, resulting in the different
behaviors between the two TCSs. This raises an interesting
and important question: At what energy will the positron
TCSs increase at low energies and why is this energy differ-
ent from that for electron TCSs? The answer to this should
provide us with more basic knowledge of the interaction be-
tween 1,1-C2H2F2 and these two projectiles. �ii� A conspicu-
ous peak is observed centered at about 1 eV. This is inter-
esting because it lies below the threshold for positronium
formation, EPs, which is at 3.49 eV.28 Although the exact
origin and nature of this peak remain unknown, it may as
well be due to contributions from rovibrational excitation, or
positron attachment. In a previous systematic study of posi-
tron TCSs for the molecules CH4, CH3Cl, CH3Br, and CH3I,
we observed similar peaks below the EPs.

38 The important
clue that came out of that study was that these peaks were
only observed in the three polar molecules, but not in the
nonpolar CH4 molecules. Following this previous observa-
tion, we also infer here that this structure at 1 eV for polar
1 ,1-C2H2F2 is related to the dipole moment in these mol-
ecules and thus suggestive of a positron binding state. The
scattering potential curves for positron scattering are still re-
quired which, if they should prove it true, would surely con-
tribute towards solving the long standing proposition of the
impossibility of resonances in positron scattering. �iii� Be-
tween the positronium formation �EPs� and ionization thresh-
olds �Eion�, some weak structures are observed which should
be due to electronic excitation. �iv� The opening up of the
ionization channel at Eion �10.49 eV� is followed by the ris-
ing up of the TCSs to produce the broad peak spanning the
energy region up to about 60 eV. �v� Beyond 60 eV the
TCSs decrease rather rapidly until, within experimental er-
rors, they nearly equal the electron TCSs above 200 eV, i.e.,
a phenomenon expected since at these higher energies only
the long-range interaction dominates the scattering event
with the result that only the first Born term is sufficient for
describing the scattering, where the square of the charge of
the incoming particle comes into the cross-section formula
leading to this convergence phenomenon in electron and pos-
itron TCSs. �vi� Except for the 1 eV peak feature, the ab-

sence of resonances in the positron TCSs is clearly observed
in the low to intermediate energy ranges where the TCSs for
electron impact are always larger by nearly a factor of about
1.5 in the region below 50 eV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present electron impact experimental
TCSs and vibrational excitation DCSs, theoretical ECSs, and
experimental positron impact TCSs for 1 ,1-C2H2F2 mol-
ecules. Electron impact TCSs and ECSs show a rising trend
below 0.8 eV attributed to the long-range dipole interaction.
The minimum at about 1 eV in electron TCSs has been
shown not to be a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum. Reso-
nance peaks are observed at about 2.3, 6.5, 16, and 40 eV in
both the electron TCSs and vibrational excitation DCSs. The
Schwinger multichannel ECS results at the static-exchange
and the static-exchange plus polarization approximations
agree reasonably well above 20 eV. Agreement is observed
between these experimental resonance peak positions with
the theoretical results for the first three, and these have been
assigned to the B2, B1, and A1 symmetries, respectively. The
2.3 eV resonance is attributed to the shape resonance typical
of a single CvC bond containing hydrocarbons. A compara-
tive study of this resonance with those in C2H4 and C2F4

shows that the peak energy position shifts from 1.8 eV in
C2H4, to 2.3 eV in 1,1-C2H2F2, and 2.8 eV in C2F4; an ob-
servation attributed to the decreasing bond length. Positron
TCSs show a decreasing trend below 1 eV, thus not reveal-
ing the expected long-range interaction effect for these polar
1 ,1-C2H2F2 molecules. The larger magnitudes for electron
TCSs than positron TCSs in the region below 50 eV are due
to the resonances in the former not found in the latter, while
the merging of these two sets of TCSs beyond 200 eV is
expected from the first Born approximation.
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